
CLEVER - TRAINING December 2021
Training for Campus staff

Principal or DOA
1. Create a new account
2. Generate a Skyward ID
3. Add the Harmony’s email address as a Rank 1 and Email type School

Dean of Academics:
1. Make sure the Skyward ID was generated
2. Make sure the emails listed as “S - school” - Rank 1 - It can’t be primary
3. While creating a schedule make sure to link the class to a section and students. The teacher must be the primary on Meets to access

Clever
4. High School Schedule: make sure the class is active on the curriculum page
5. The Effective start date and Effective End date are important for the script, access will be available the next day of the Start date -

Other
6. Due to State reporting requirements, the Assistant teachers won’t be able to have access to most of the app
7. Encourage the staff NOT to change the email address in the middle of the year, it will cause a lot of issues with applications to access
8. We can provide admin credentials for the majority of the applications - create a ticket to request it
9. New software purchased by the campus must be approved by the superintendent before it is synced with Clever or Portal.



Troubleshooting accounts: DOA, DOCC and District Coordinators of Instructional Support

● Always start troubleshooting from Clever. It will show if the teacher has an account and if all classes were created
● Check on Skyward for missing information or section, or no students roster. Teacher marked as primary
● Ask collaboration with @cfrasson if everything is correct (maybe is the Skyward ID missing from the portal)





TROUBLESHOOTING CLEVER

1. Log in in Clever as an administrator via the website (icon on the portal doesn’t work for admin)
2. It opens on the  Dashboard page.
3. On the search field, type the staff name you want to troubleshoot



Overview

On the top of the profile page, check:
● Teacher’s Name
● Location
● Email address

Troubleshooting this page, what to look for on this page

a. Make sure the email address is showing on this page, email not marked as “school” on the Skyward profile will not be showing,
and teacher won’t have access to Clever

b. All sections should be listed. If a section is missing it means the teacher is not the primary teacher for that class in Skyward,



Details

Most important information will be here:
● A  -  Teacher ID
● B  -  Teacher Number - In Skyward is Staff Number
● C  -   Last login to Clever

Troubleshooting this page, what to look for on this page

- Teacher ID, it needs to match watch is in Skyward
- Teacher Number - or Skyward ID or Staff Number, if missing on this page means the teacher doesn’t have a Skyward ID on the profile
- Last login: if it shows more the 2 weeks, it means the teacher was never able to open the page



There are 2 ways to troubleshoot a teacher or a student account as administrator:

1. Search by name on the Dashboard page, and open the profile page, or click on the “Troubleshoot Login”, both ways will go to the same
page





If it shows an error message, as: This user is not shared Clever, you will need to go to the rules for the app.



Issue What to do Action

Error message: Uh-hu Check if the teacher has a Skyward ID (Staff Number) Generate a Skyward ID

Check if the Clever account has the Skyward number on it.

Note: The teacher Number must be the same as the Staff
Number on the Skyward profile.

If the Teacher number is not showing, create a
ticket using Clever as a category.

The Staff number must be added to the Teacher
Portal. Campus admin doesn’t have access to
make changes on the portal.

Issue Note Action

Missing an application on Clever 1. Check if the teacher has the class
related to the application. Ex: Studies
Weekly, must have a Social Studies
class.

Update the schedule

District application is asking for credentials The teacher has all classes created in
Clever

Teacher must contact the vendor support

Students or teachers can’t see assignments
anymore

Clever is very sensible and works slowly Clear the cache and check the browser version



TROUBLESHOOTING HMH

Issue Note

Teacher can open the
application

Check the profile, same as Clever,

Teacher doesn’t have the
material in Ed

Teacher need to select his classes inside the:Myclasses-> Programs
setting (screenshot below)

Teacher can see the
modules anymore

Clear the cache and check the browser version





Help Desk email notifications

New: Agents now can reply to the email notifications

1. Notifications from the Helpdesk can be:
● Assigned as an agent *
● Ask for collaboration
● Posted a message - requester or a collaborator
● Solve the request
● For a campus with MS and HS Dean of Academics- DOA need to collaborate with each other

2. Go to the Helpdesk and assist the user with each notification you get on your email
3. Make sure to close the ticket, by “marked as solved” if the Skyward account was updated.




